
BUSINESS PLAN DEUTSCHE BAHN AUSKUNFT

DB Schenker serves established markets and emerging national economies as an integrated transport and logistics
services provider with a global network.

For further information visit our privacy policy. In addition to airlines and shipping companies in air and
ocean freight, our major partners include land transport subcontractors for the supply of transport services. The
vertical market approach is aimed at developing industry- specific solutions. Our company objective is to be
reliable and innovative, and in the process make a contribution to the face of the city â€” both inwardly and
outwardly. By using our site, you consent to cookies. In addition, you can display the locations of available car
club vehicles from Car2go with an interactive area view. Transshipment terminals and warehouses are
generally our own property or are leased over the longer term. Homepage At sales outlets You can do more
than buy tickets for immediate travel at BVG sales outlets: find out about season tickets, obtain information,
get help planning your journey and much more. In land transport, the dense network connects the most
important economic regions in Europe. In particular, the effective and efficient use of personnel resources is a
key driver below gross profit. This is of particular importance in contract logistics. The core area of expertise
is the planning and handling of complex global supply chains, including sustainable logistics concepts.
Efficient IT is also essential for good product and service quality. In some segments of land transport, we use
our own vehicles and containers. The most important sources of revenue are transport and logistics services,
including added value services such as the assembly of modules or assemblies in the automobile industry or
putting together special sales packaging for the retail sector. Get your mobile ticket! Profile We keep you
moving. It allows you to use your mobile phone as a ticket and find out about connections or save favourite
routes and call them up at the tap of a finger. Close customer relationships and industrial expertise are
extremely important. Major customers are provided with tailored solutions as global accounts. In air and ocean
freight, we act solely as a freight forwarder without our own aircraft and ships.


